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CHAPTER ONE
Review Of The Literature And Scope Of The Thesis
The thesis is a report of a pilot study in the general
research area of behavioral originality.

In the study

operant techniques were used to train

original~ty i~

hospit;alized mentally ill or mentally

reta:t~ded

subjects (Ss}.

Originality of behavior was defined in terms of the observable behavior of the

~s

in the research setting.

Original

responst1s \'ter•e defined as verbal responses different from
recorded baseline verba.liza·cions for one subject (S) and

motor respon.ses different from pr•eviously observed motor

respon.ses for each of three Ss.
Naltzman. (1960) defined orig:i.nn.li ty aa

il

A" e bt:Jht.WlOl"

given conditions, and is relevant to those conditions"
(p" 229).

In Mal tzma.n' s rasearch, verbal respon.:HHt dif.,.

ferent from previous verbalizations in the research context
oonsti tuted tmcommon, Ol"iginal I'0sponsea..
·thes:tze;d the.-t the frequency of unGorinnon
creased t}.u•ough ope1•an.t con.di tioning~

mental hc.)spi tal

Maltzmtm hypo-

r•eepcn~HHl

may be in-

'l'h(;:i pra::s{mt study re-

patients~

According to Skinner (1953), operant conditioning refers
to a

11

class or ros}.:Jonses n denoted as operants and a type of

.,learn1ng
•
ca.Jl e~'1

tl

d~t·
con·1on i ng II e

An opet'ant is a behavior

2

consequences" (p. 65).. Skinner stated "rrhe operant is defined
by the propel"ty upon which reinforcement is contingent •••• <tr
{p. 66).

The EroEertz in this study was a specific response

which each§_ had to emit during a certain time-period before
reinforcement was provided.· An increase in the frequency of
a specific response through reinforcement was called conditioning.
A rein:t'orcar " ••• is a stimulus eYent which, if' it occurs
in t;he proper temporal relation with a response, tends to

maint;ain. or to increase· the strength of a response or of a
st:trnulus-l"'eaponse connection.., (Deese e.nd Hulse, 1967, p.

;~.5)~

In operant conditioning, the reinforcer is pX"ovided to t;he
S only if the corrac t response occurs and thex•cd'ore, the

::re tn..t'orce:t•

fl"lllovl·c:~

the response ln "iihna.

1

'H.elnf'ot~cem(m. tn

!.s dcfi.ned as thet operation involved in rm:m:t._pulating theBe
.

11

~timuJ.us

t1vents 11 as stated t:'l.bove.

~;~~~f_aE_~i !!.!_~!.<?.ILJler.f££m~.!!£.~..L.,...~}~....2!,-!.
r~~l£.211~"

One way to measure whether or not a §_ is learning

·a spt3c:U'io x•espon~1e is to obs(';H'Ve how ofla~n or hm-1 frequent

the

s

emits that response w:l.thin. a. sat lin1it of' time..

int.-;J;•oatHl in the numb ex• of tl mcs n
tl!nt~

usttally

'J.lh0 dependent

ind1.e,~at;~s
v~:u."'iable

re~ponse

An

occurs per unit

that tht3 .:?.. is l<:Hwn1.ng ·that response.

in the pJ."esent study was the f.reqlv.:mcy

of respond:tng rnaasured 1.n.

t~n:•:ms

of r.•esponso percentages.

The

p(H'centage of a response was dof:i.nad as the ratio of the number of :r:•(?sponses obrHH'vod to the • i11.UdHli' of thnes Lhe l:'esponae
cou~d

have been observed (trials)..

Each S \-las asked to make

3
certain "common tl verbal or motor response a and certain uncommon verbal or motor responses.
on the

~

These responses depended

and the particular period during trainlng.

If a S

·-

made eight col'rect responses in a row, then the. observers
agreed that the response had been learned (and, therefore,
the response became a "common" response).

One reasotl for

using the c:r•H;el'ion of eight correct responses was to indicate clearly that the reinforcers controlled the Ss beha.vior.

Another reason fol' the criterion l·ras to determine

the point a·b which one type of training period should end
an.d another type begin •.
!hE_Ji':!1'~~~'!£.'?!::Y.•
pr·~went

Th13 hypothes1.s tested in tb.a.

study was developed from Mal tzma.n r s theor;7 of
H~:1

hypothot:d.zad thai; or•igin.n.li ty o:r

behavior could be evoked in Ss by positive reinforcement of
,;.mcormuon. responses to

t;h~,

same stinrult.w condi ti.ons.

In ·this

study thtl Hord ·nevoked 11 was 'Nlplaced by the word "emi'ttad u
due to the refle.xi ve connota:tions associated with the word
evoked~

Or.ig:i.nali ty is not assumed to be an automatic act

of a per8on.
Nost of' iirle data suppo:x•t;lng Hal tr.man' s theory comes
fr•om

:::t~,;.rlles

Bogal~l;z,

Gonductod by him and his assc>eiates (Ma.ltznmn,

and Bregox•j 1958; Maltzman, Brooks, Bogartz, and

summoJ.-as, 19.58; and r1altzman, Simon,

Raski~.,

and Licht, 1960).

'l'h.f1se e.xpex•inlt3nts and reports are reviewed b:r•iefly in

Multzman's. (1960)

revie~r

of rt'HH:larch on or•iginality training.

4
such as "Good Jr, can help to produce uncommon verbal. behavior
Maltzman, Bogartz, and Bregor (1958) used

in individuals.

the follo\-ring method.

The .§.s \'lere 120 introductory psychology

students, 60 men and 60 women.

50

sisted of

The stimulus materials con-

25 words in the

l-Tords (Free Association Tests),

25

training list and

words in the tes·t liut.

first entailed having the .§_s

1.. espond

The procedure

as qi.1ickly as possible

with the first word that came to mind when confronted by the
training list (free associations situations).

Two experi-

mental gr.oups (A & B) and a. control group (C) were first
presented vdth ·che train:i.ng lista
the tef3t list.
~-am:cationa

Group C then was given

Groups A and B received five additional pra-

of the tra:tn:i.ng l:i.st (first 2.5 'Words) Hi'i;h ill-

the p:ttesEH1te.t:ton

17Jf

each Ho.rd in the lls t.

Gl"oup A l"'ecei V'-'d

--

~verbal

:rn,alse ( 11 Gcrod 11 ) for frvery .fifth uncormnon response

em1 tted,;

\vhtn~~Hts,

Group B did not recei va praise.

The experi-

men.tex- (;§) then presented the tent list (second 25 vlOrds)
to Gl"'oup:g A and B.

Ha.l!' of the Ss in each of the three

groups (A) B, and C) read instructions to be original before
the tos+; list was

Pl"'fHH~n"ted.

uero no'G g1.ven or•i.gi:nality

Th0 other half of each group

insta."uct:ton.s~

Group3 A t:ind 13

vJhich x•ead "th<:3 origi nal:t ty instructlons, Hhether or not
V<H..bt:tl p:t•aise was prov·ided, did not d iff<H' significantly
fl~om

each

othc~r

in tha Ol'igin.a.li ty of the:Lt•

to the test list.,

Vf~rbal

r•esponsea

Ss in Groups A and B, hovmvor, .vrho read

originality instructions were significantly more original

5
than either subgroup of

~s

in control Group

c.

Ss in Group

B, who did not receive verbal praise or originality :tnstruo ..
tions, did not dif.fer significantly .from Group C in uncommon
verbal responses.
Maltzman at al. (1960) found that repeated exposure to
the same set of stimuli produced a signi.fica.ntly greater
number of uncommon responses in comparison to two other
methods.

'rhe two other 1nethods were the method o.f producing

"different responses by presenting di.fferent stimuli" and
the method of. prior textual exposure to uncon1mon responses.
Maltzman, Brooks, Bogartz, and Summers (1958) conducted
a study in which §_s were required to make something original
out of three objects; a scra'ltrdriver, balsa wood, and string.

mor•o uncommon responses 'than the control gP<;;,.•rp.
Pe:rm.cy..-.<?-ttd 1.1-ieCann (1962) conducted a pilot study to train

original. vm"bnl

l~esponses

ln men tal re tarda. tes.

They used

Mnltzman'a method of repeatedly exposing Ss to a '\·Tord!Ulsociati•:m test Hl th ins true t5.ons t:o be ori.gina.:t in theil"
ver•baliza.tions each time .the

! gave a no"r word.

Uine Ss

-

m.!lde up the $Xpet•imentul group -:ihich received originality

tx•a"ini.ng, and n.lne Ss, tho conf;:rol gr•oup that; did not receive

originality instruct;ions.

both gl"oups
oponse~.

·!io

The !s px•esent:ed a post tes-t to

eva1uata any increa.se in m:>lg::i.nal verbal re-

Ho significant

Ciiffe~once

wa.s found in the groups'

P:t'Y'<H' ·' Ha.agJl and o 'Reilly (1969) used a procedure ~1imi.la1"

6

to Mal"bzman 1 s with two porpoise Ss.

The method used in

Pryor's experiment was similar for both .§_s, but the procedure.
was con1pletely recorded for only one of the porpoises.

female rough-toothed porpoise ( Stett£,

for originality of behavior.

bredaq_e_~P.t~J

A

was trained

She had been previously trained

to wear a harness and instrumehts for physiological experi-

ments in the open sea.

Beca'llse of this training she hnd a.

large repert;oire of previously shaped responses.

du:r•e consisted of 32

t~raining

sessions being held daily.
mino in length.

The proce-

sessions with t.wo to four

Each sosaion

'~<>ltl.S

.f'rom

5

to 20

The .porpoise was gi·ven food. l.dhen. she emitted

an uncommon response.

Only ono t:mcommon response per f:HJS::d.on

If there was a decrease in rate

or

rosponding,

boll vras l'lme to ini tia.te the beginn:i.ng and and of each
[-;ession.

Tht3

11

consta.nt stirrtultts flit:uation 11 entailed the

same two tre..in(;'l!'s and R glass t;ank f'illed wi t.b. t.-tn ter.
11

'l'he

appeara.nce e.n.d posi tloning 11 of the tr•air1cra .served as a cue

to her that food was near.
'l1he r.nrent;s of' each sess:ton -vrero ro('~o:t>ded! on rrm.gnetic

tape.

':f.ihe bell sound .':ls Hell u.a ver•bal comments by tho tvJ'O

Es \vex•e reeorded on this tape,

A typed t:l"anscript Has made

Eac:h responsE) wns then g:r•aphod on a. cumula. tlva r•ecord with

a.

D0IHU::'a tc~

curve i'or• each r·esponso in a given

ses~don.

Pood Has gi Vfm he:r• for any rnoto1... movernent that was not

7

considered a normal swimming action of the ani. mal.

The be-

havior had to be d iatinguishable to both Es before it would
be recorded on the tape.

During the 32 training sessions,

an array of uncommon motor behaviors was observed by the !a
to the extent that the behaviors became so complex and so
frequent that they could not be reliably described.
Sessions 1 to

14

dealt first with the procedure of

shaping responses normally emitted by porpoises.

The Es

-

first reinforced the animal for jumping out of the water
and corning down sideHa.ys into the \-later and for leaping
smoothly out of the water and into it agaJ.n.

'l1his

latter

behavior was reinforced during Sessions 1, 2, and 3.
The porpoise l'lOUld begin each session with the

behavior that was reinforced during the previous

la~l"l;

session~

If th:t a beb.s.vior '!lras not reh'l.fOl."'C<-:Td she lvould use otht.:H'

responses that were reinforced in the past, such as leaping
out and into the water as stated in the above pax•agra.ph.
This pa.tte1. . n of behavior was noticed in. Sessions

5, 6 1

and 7,.

Specific responses ware shaped in Session 8 in order to
increase a l:lm:t ted repe1•toire of behaviors and keep har re-

Sesslon 8 was concerned with training tho por•poise

sponding,
t;c)

bala:nce half her body vertically. out of the

walk")~

"~·a.te.r

(''tail

The tail walk flnally occurred during Session 9,

and :i. t was reinforced.

Ses.si ons 10 and 11 were davo·tod to

shaping the response denotf;)d as the
h.er tail from tho '..ratez•.

Session 12.

11

tail wave 11 or llfting

Sha emi ttad the tail wave dtu. . ing

puring sessi.on 13f the animal sl-;arn in a "oork-

8
screw" type of movement and was reinforced for this action.
In Session ll+ she began to swim in a cir•cle which was a common behav'ior.

In response to .this, tho Es "rotatedn their

positions and reinforced swimming near the bottom of the

'1

water tank. . A new response, called a "tail slap" finally
occurred 17 timas during Session 15.

In Session 16, four

new motor responses wel"e emitted and entailed "a sideswipe

with the tail u, a body spin in the air, an

11

tail slap" on the \-tater, and a flip in the

ail~.

up~ido-dol>m

The !s

observed that she emitted a variety of new responses in
order to obtain reinforcement.
'1\he Es decided to select the new motor responses emi 1;tad

during Session 16 and reinforce thent one at a time in order
te< i"Pstablish. the 1•esponses in her behavior,.

was introduced in Sessions 17 to 27.

'11hls procedure

Old responses were

reintorcad occasionally in her b('}havior.

The Jis observe<.i

that the response rHte for ner; behaviors decreased in ccnn·,.
paris on to the h:umber of responses emitted during
bui; the rate was still higher than

Si3~Jsion

16,

the sass ions prior to 16.

In addition, frustration or aggression was also observed in
that the porpoise slapped the water with her head.

In

Sessions 28 and 29, new behaviors seen but not reinforced
during previous sessions were reinforcede
60 resp.one.es

ment

Wt-:.t.s

'il'H.1re

In Session 30,

emitted vrhich. were not n.et-r;

no reinforce-

g:bren.

In Session 31 she again showed aggressive behaviors
when aha clapped her jaNs at the trainor whi.le doing a tail

9
stand.

The porpoise initiated Sessions 31 and 32 by emitting

a new response each session, maintaining these responses once
reinforcement occurred.

She did not emit any old responses

and the '!s concluded the experi tnent.
Mal tzman and his coworkers and Penney and McCann tried
to increase uncommon verbal responses in human beings, whereas, Pryor, Haag, and O'Reilly attempted to increase uncommon
motor responses in porpoises.

The Es in the present study

tried to increase either uncommon verbal responses or uncommon motor responses in hospitalized human beings.
?o~~JlY.~2Tcemen~ ~nd E~omp~lEs-s~aping_psed
£1SJ.SE;ita.JJ_~d m,ental_:e,~tiet}!!!.•

using reinforcement to build
<ll>

~by

Lhu·~

with

Prompting ... shaping deals with
:t •••

a desired respon3o chain,

pronrpting ve.rbaJ.ly and x•0inforcing an

e~ist1ng

rr:tsJwn.se

ha.s a compot:.(m't rolation to the tax•get behaviox•; ·then.
----

pr't:iiXQJ'C vo:r.•ball.y and

r•einforce variat:tons of the component

that are :tn. the, direction of the target behaviorn (Ayllon

and Azrln, 1968, p. 169).
A study by Ayllon and Azrin (1968) illustrates the
prompting-shaping method..
who had not Horked for

Five hospitalized mental patients

yem~s

in';o1ving laundr•·y work.

par•tio:i.pa ted in an experiment

IJ.'he desired bohavic:r.• for each pat:tant

wa.s 6 hours of daily wo1•k in the laundry room of the hospital.
~!.lho p.rompt:i.ng~shaping

for each

pat~ient;.

~rhe

method consi s tacl of a 12 s tap procedure

patient was .first vel"'bally prompted

and provl.ded lfri th tolwns for follotving tho attendant to a
distant point on the ward, then to an area off the ward 1 than

10

.into the laundry room.

4 through 9 were concerned \-lith

Steps

extending the working time.

Step 4 entailed 5 mi.n. of work-

ing tin1e in the laundry, whereas, step 10 was the 6 hour
criterion established at the initiation of the plan.

Each

behavioral step consisted of a verbal prompt (e.g., "Come
with me.") and tokens which were a form of money • . A patient
could buy food, candy,

ciga.z~ettes,

pop_, etc. with these

Four out of the five patients learned to work for

tokens.

the full 6 hours in the hospital laundry without supervision.

Depending on the patient, 2 to 23 days were needed

to accomplish the objective.
Prompting-shaping was used in the
the sts.ndtn•d

tl~aining

periods..

pres~nt

study durtng

Positive rc:ln.f'orcfnnent; Hi th-

out p:t.•ompt:l.n.g wa.tJ used during the or·igl.nali ty t.r•airdt'l.g periods..,
F1oi' example .1 one

2. ln the

pr'est:1nt• s t;udy was :t•t:d.nf·o:PGtld with

pennj.es only when a designated uncommon response occurred.
Yates (l969t pp. 324-339) presen"tiod a roviovs of some of
the literature on behaYior modification applied to extremely
mentally retarded human beings.

The researoch indicates that

the opere,nt technique of posi tivo reinforcemen.t can train the
men·tally

ret:.u~cled

to emit new

responoos~

Yates {1969, p .. 332)

showed that poslt;lve reinforcemt}nt, Huch as

11

...

~a

sugar-m:i.lk

sol uti on., ... 11 ~ could even cause a.n J.8 year old male rnen tal
l .. at.arda.i.;~>,

ceive the

l-lho "Haa. unablf) to move, to

r~:dse

his arm to r•a-

reinforcement~

Ayllon and Azrin's (1968» pp. 223-271) review of six
· e:;1:poriments con.chwted at e. rnental ho:Jpi tal shot-Is how positive

11

reinforcement can be used in the form of tokens.

For example,

one ex-pe:t>iment entailed having eight mental patients, five
mentally ill and three mentally retarded, partici.pate in a
. controlled study to determine the behavioral dyna.mica involved in job preference.

1~e

purpose of the study was to

see if tokens really had a.n effect on the choice of ,1obs
by patients.

phases.

The method involved using tokens in three

In Phase 1, tokens were provided to patients in-

volved in the preferred job and not to those in the nonpreferred job.

In Phase 2, tokens tvere provided to patients

in the notl ... preferred job and no·t to those in the preferr•ed

In Phase 3, the Phase 1 procedure was reinstated.

job.

results indicate that; the tokens did have an ef'fer.;\t;

The

sevel'J.

out o.f eight pat;itmts consistant;ly :Hllec ted the ;Job that
provided the tokens.

Of these seven patients three were

'f.fentally :c•efllx•ded ..
§.~~B.L2!

mental

hypotht~si s

tho

$e:x.E~~ill'~H.! hi[Eothas;t~..

2:~e

experi-

was that origina.li ty of. behavioz• \>tould

occur in four adult female_hospitalized menta11y retarded
or m(·m.ta.lly ill patients by providing food and verbal praise
ott money £md pr•a.lso for uncommon :NH.tponsGs t>mi tted in a
oonstn.nt; st:tmu.J.us situation.
defined

as

Orig:i.nRli ty of' behavior• was

a limi t~.:)d class of uncommon I'(:HJponses, such as

verbal naming behavior·, dl'aHing

behavior.~~

buil.di;ag block

beha.vior, and clay rnoldlng b<.'llhavior•, dependlng on the§_.,

The uncommon r·esponses

w,n~e

I't::tsponses not recorded by the E!_s

previously in the r•esea.rch si tual;ion.,

'r110 constant si;iroulus

)
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situation on tailed the backyard of a hospital ward and two
!s {D .. Holt and K.L. Beauchamp or D. Holt and L. Holt, depending on

the~).

The research design was a multiple time-series design.
Each~

was supposed to be observed under six situations:

(1) Baseline, (2) Standard training, (3) Originality tJ:'ai.n ...

ing, {4) Extinction of originality training, {5) Reinstitution of originality training, and (6) Baseline.

Standard

training involved prompting-shaping of specific responses
chosen by the Eso

Originality training involved positive

reinfoz•cement of original responses.
dlscuBscd in more detail in Chapter

These six phases are
~wo.

'.rho E predicted that the Ss would learn the required
··gerbal o:t• moto1.. responses during

that the

pe~l:"cen.tages

Pha::~a

2.,

'I'h.e :§_ predlotf.ld

of unconnuon rsespcnst:H'i.9 . ve:r•bal or mo"tm."'.,

would increase over training sesslons durit1g Phase 3 •. The

percentages of uncommon :r•esponses 'JTare predicted to decrease
during ·tha sessions of I>hase
s0ssion.s of Phase

5

!~

for each S.

and increase during the

CHAPTER TWO

Method
Four instituti.ona.lized female patients from the Stockton
State Hospital who were either mentally retarded, mentally
ill, or both served as
who has

11

•••

ss~

A mental retardate is a person-

subaverage general intellectual functioning vlhich

originates during tho development period and is associated
with impairment in one or more of the follov-Ting:

(1) rllatura-

tion, (2) learning, and (3) social adjustment" (Clarke and
Clarke, 1965, p. 64) •. A person is designs. ted as mentally
ill vihen he exhibl ts behavior which is odd 9 s.bnormal_, deviant,

or extremely unusual by some norm or

stand~rd

or

a society

Four• adult far.;ale 3s \tmre z•r.mclo-m:J_y _sclect§:d t'r•orn G<rttage _
B ot.' the Stonkton Ste.te Hoap:i. tal '1--ti thin the .follcnling re-

strolctions:

(l) §..had not had a lobotomy, (2) §.. !tpoke

understood English, {3)

~

OX'

was not extremely psychotic in

the opinion of the Senior Psychiatric Technician II, and
(4) S was lc~ss than 60 years of age.

Numbers fz•om 1 to

33

·were assigned to each lvax•d pationt 's name arranged in al.pha.h~~tical

o:r•de:r ..

A tabl0 of random numbors vias used to select nurllbers
(§p) until fom• Ss Hho

met the four a.bovo

l~estric

tions were

found.
I'ha deaign

1

lrW.S

8.

mul tipl€1 t;itn(l-series design..

Each

s

was suppo5ad to bo observed under six contingency situations

14
(phases):

(1) Baseline, {2) Standard training, (3) Origina-

lity training,

(!~)

F,xtinction of originality ·training, ( 5)

Reinstitution of originallty training, and (6) Baseline.

§.:'3 A and B ware observed under the first three phases, §_s
C and D were

obsm~ved

under all of the phases.

A contin-

gency situation or phase consisted of units of time called
sessions, and a session consisted of smaller units of time
ca.lled trials.

Each daily session of Phases 2 to

5

began

as soon as the E brought the S to the backyard of the cottage

and ended when eight or more correct rt1sponses, promptedshaped or uncommon occu1•red in succession.

A trial started

as soon as the E presented the verbal cue and ended wh.en a
S ami tted a response or 2;) sec. had lapsed f in:t tlatir.tg a nat·l

tl"ial.

Each trio.l t-tas timod to the n.oares·t; !z sec. by

st;opt-urf;;ab. and thf.1 ·botia.J. duration

o.r

a He srJi on ·wru1 timed ..

Th.e six ;phar·:H3s a:r•e di.scussed :tn the following
l1.12:E..2..l:..!._.£.~sali~.·

pa.rafp.~aphs.

Baseline· recording dealt w.i th ·t;wo

Es observing each S from 10 to 30 min. a. day for

days depending on the

~'s

place inside Cottage B.

behavior.

q.,

6, o:C' 7

Baseline usually took

One E recorded the frequency and
At least hm of the days \olere spent

type of motor beh.a:viors.
talking with each .§_$

$.

If a. §. d l.d not speak to the

rs,

the last

tvm days involved attempUng to elicit a conversation.

The

last day of the phase was devoted to determining each &'s
ability elthe:t• in verbal

Ol"

mo-tor behavior (e .. g.,, S C's

ability to build objects with plastic building pieces that
sn.a:ppt:ld together•)..

The Es

·~;ould

ask each S quostJ.ons to

determine his othe1• capabilities relative to a particular
behavior.
,?hase 2:

standard training.

The Es worked in pairs

with each §., the primary E carrying out the training, the
·I

assistant E always ca1•rying a clip-boa1•d and recording the
data.

The method used to train responses in each S's be-

havior was prompting-shaping.

Prompting-shaping {Ayllon and

Azritl, 1968, p. 169) deal·!; w:t th establishing a desired be-

havior in a 2_ by prompting verbally (e.g., "Dra\-t me a
square") and providing rein.rorcemenc for a partial r•esponse.
Ii1ol" example, when trying ... to get the

drat-ling a

~Jtraight

responses in

th(~

~

to dx>aH a square,

line might be reinforced.

Any further

dir•ec tion of the desired behav:i.or wer•e r·e-

inJ.'CH"'\100 •

Bach ;.;; vrai; t.:('ain.ed on three d iff'eren t promp~c~d~~lhapeq
beh~1v:I.o:t.•

nat t.;e:... . na.

'Ihe t.h:r•ee P!l tterns of behavior l:ere de ...

term:tned by the results of the baseline Phase.

Each S under-

went standard training sosslons until the target

were learned.
min. :i.n lengthc

b~~ha.viors

The training sessions ranged from 10 to

45

The int(')f'session interval was one day except

when a. two da.y interval occv.slonally oecut·rod due to bad

vmatb.el' or• sicknt:;ss on the pat•t of an E.

~rho

froquen::.cy w1 th

t·rhich each target behavior Has emitted and 1•einforced was

rocorded.
PI:!~~~-.3 .: . -~9£.hg1E.Q;l 1:.~ G£!~i tllE£.

Without t-ra.rni ng tho

§_s, the Es began providing reinforcement (e. g., food and
'!Crbal pra:i.se CH' money and vex•baJ. p1·•a:tt.1e) fo1:o only unuo:mmon
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motor or verbal responses which had not occurred during
Phases 1 and 2.

The stimulus situation remained l"elativaly

constant and no direct cues for correct responding were
provided.

~tan

the two !s agreed that a particular response

was uncommon for a given §_, tha response was reinforced.
For example, S B received food and verbal praise for drawing
a doorknob because it had not been drawn prior to Phase 3
and thus the If.s designa·t;ed the behavior as original.

The

Ss were reinforced for more than one uncommon response par
session.
'rhe initial mnin objective of a session of Phase 3 was
to reinforce initially only one uncommon response in order
to establish it.

However, sometimes the

f:i.1~st

uncommon ra-

sponsa we.s not x•opea.t<:}d again, and 'lla.a followed by ye.t an-

othe·r

'LU'l(~otmnot1. .r0~pon:1e,.

e-ight; trials in

learned.

Et l"OW

An uncomn!ot1 resporw.e had to

oec1.U'?

before the bt3havior was declared

ThB reason for this cri teriot1 was ·to show that the

EI_ controlled the reinforcement contingencles and that the

cor1tingenc:"!.os controlled the §_s behavior.
t'h~!Ut..t,_!J..:.l<;..!:Ut2.tion of or'hv.J:!2.ali ty__£~nin.6_.

ceased re:tnforclng uncommon responses.
(ioe .. ,

l~espon!:H3s

reinforced in

food B.nd Vf.rr>be.l pra.i se..

Pha~1es

Common

'lhe Es

respon~HHI

2 o:r. 3) were given

l1or•e than one common response l-Ias

reinfor•ced in. a particular session.

The extinct:ion phase

for Ss C and D consisted of a minimum of five sessions (at
least

24

trials per session)u

It was arbitrarily decided

that uncormnon responses eould not occur during the last tt·ro
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4.

days of Phase

Ss A and B did not get to Phase

not enough uncommon responses were established,

4 because
The initial

goal for• A and B was four uncommon responses and one E went
on vacation before the goal was reached.
Phase _2_: __

.r:.~.t!?:.~,!;i ~~_!;ion

of originality train:tng.

The

Es again reinforced only those Pesponses that previously had
not been relnforced.

The Es did not reinforce responses

that were reinforced during the previous four phases.

The-

procedure Has the same as in Phase 3.

---

baseline.
least 30
motor and

~('he

Es obsei•ved Ss C and D for at

a day for. at least five days.

min~

v~n~bal,

All behaviors,

dlsplayed by thesa Ss were reco:r.drJd on dat£J.

sheets as ln :Phase 1.

Baseline Has conduo f;ed to obnor·ve tho

effects of originality training on ward behavior.
Subjects
.3 A ·was n. L~J. year• old female C aucaslan ho:::pi tal:lz(ld .for

22 years.
by a

type.

She weighed 187 pounds.

p~1ychiatx•:i.st,

The most recent diagnosis,

Has schizophrenia, chronic undiff'er•ent;iated

Schizophrenia. is a "Major psychotic disorder character ..

ized by emotional blunting and distortion, disturbances in
thought processes, and a Hl thdravral from reali tytr (Cole man,

1964, Pv 670).

The previous

diagn~sis

wau cultural-famtlial

The basis for the present diagnosis was that

retardation~

she displayed negativism by striking others.

Mutism was alno

observed by the therapist.
S B Nas a
].1 '7 poun d s.

48

year old fe·malc Caucasifm.

lit'H' 'H,:~ight was

A psychiatrist diagnosed her as a schizophrenic,

18

chronic undifferentiated type.

Delusions reported in

·and 1965 were the bases for the diagnosis.

1955

Pacing behavior

in conjunction with singing songs and rambling, illogical
speech (e.g., "He was half man and Philippino 11 ) was also
noted.

:Henta.l retardation with psychotic behavior Has a

previous diagnosis.
S C was

a 32 year old female Cauce.sian hospitalized in-

termittently for five years.

She Heighod 168 pounds.

'lttle

most recent diagnosis, by a psychiatrist, was schizopht•enia,
chronic undifferentiated type.

The basis for the diagnosis

t-7as tnappropr•iate smiling behav·lor l.·ri th outburs·ts of laughter.
Furthel~rnore,

she exhibited agg:res si ve paranoid behavior (e.g,..

C was seen striking out at· her mother s.nd her husband.) a

'J1his

aggreB~Jl··n~ b~3h(:tV:i.or

Has first noted Hhen sho bad 11.fJ.r

first baby .._

S D was a

35

year old female Caucasian hospitalized

:tnt;ermi ttEmtly for n:i.ne yeal''s ~

The §_ weighed 165 pounds.

Tha most recent diagnosis, by a psychiatrist, was psychosis
duo to a brain trauma.

The basis for the diagnosis was a

hiator-y of convulsiv-e dir-wr•der.

Furthermol"'e, the record

noted that she \>Jas hyperactl ve and constantly complained

about poor family relationships at homo.
rl1able 1 shows the type of response the Ss Here trained

to emit ln the present study.

As can be seen, only Ss C and

D reached the learning criterion of four uncommon responses,
complet:i.ng tr1cJ fi.ve tl"•ain.lng phases;

Ss A and B, however,

did not meet the criterion of four uncommon responses for

1
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Phase 3 and therefore, could not progress on to Phase
It should be indicated that A was·the
11

verbal responses, such as -"Pepsi",

only~

that was taught

Bo·t;tle", etc., whereas,

the other Ss were taught motor responses.
\vas

4.

For exarnple, B

taught to draw a "Circle", C to build a "Pyramid" and

D to mold a clay "Man 11 •

For further detailed informB.tibn

see Appendix A.
Table 1
Summary of Training for Each S by Phases Showing
Standard and Uncommon Behaviors Emitted

s

_..

___
A

Phase

Behaviors
1

2

-

.,.

2
")

)

lt-

3
- - - - - - - - -. . p ... _

.

.. _ _ _ _ _

'

Paper
Tree

Bottle
Icecrenm

Box

Cir(~le
Doorl{noh

Square

Triangle

Pyramid
Indian
Pole

Tower
Stopllght

Rectangle
Bed
Pole

o.

Statrc e.se

Car

Bu1.lding

Han
House
Boat
Ash 'J!ray

'rurtle
Cross
Ball
Cigax•et-tes

Car
Boat
House
Pig

Ball

....

Peps1.

}~_

r.'
:?

B

2

3

4.

5

c

2

3

4
5
D

2

.3

4
5

~:-tJ c

-------·-~--w

~~·

Unidentified Ob j er:. t

•

Hamburger

--·--------

CHAP'J.lER THREE
Results and Discussion
The present chapter contains the number of percentages
of uncommon and prompted-shaped responses for each S per
session per Phases 2 and 3 fo1• Ss A and B and 2, 3, ~., and

5

fo:t• .Ss C and D.

Percentage of a response was computed by

divlding the total number of possible times ("trials) that
a specific response could occur into the actual number of

times that response occurred.

For example, one E gave SA

the verbal cue "Y.Ihat is that 11 ten tlmes in a row dul.. lng
Session 11 o.f Phase 2 1rrhi le holding a paper'
A

r>espond~?d

spOl.1!:J0

by saying "Paper".
'1
G H/1.1 1')/"LO
. ·'
.

'tlaG

.

01"'

\•li

th his hand;

'rhe percent(-),ge o.f that re-

10'0· 4;oo

-

'Fr1n percentage of a pa:r·ticular · re~<3pons e, promptedshaped or• uncommon, Has computed for each S per
phases o

ses~don

by

The mean percentages of specific uncommon responser:l

5

Ss C and D emitted for Phases 3, !-1-, s.nd

were calculated.

'These por'centagt;s were recorded in tabular form according to
t.b.o VE1rba~.

CUf:.l

:r.eeorded in a tab1e means that no
no trials
:-r.e.P0~3

vJ'El:t"o

A dash (·~)

presented to eaeh :?_per phase.
VEH'b~;:d

cue was given and

pi.,esonted for the target bohav:tor :1poclfied;

( 0) :t>ecorded in a table mean that the verbal cue Has

provided, but the correct response did not occur.
'rho mean pere on.tage of es tabli uhed uncommon rc sponses
for oach

s
·-

was computed by adding the pel•cont:J.ges of the

8pecd.f'ic uneomrnon

'

respon~Jes

emitted by

8.

S fov eac.h sAssion
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and then dividing the total by the number of sessions for
that phase.

For example, C emitted four

unco~~n

responses

over a period of seven sessions for Phase 3, therefore, the
seven percentages of these four uncommon responses were summed and the total was divided by seven providing a mean
pe!•centage of uncommon responding for Phase 3 of 56% (See
Table 12).

Only uncommon. responses were used in compu·t;ing

the mean percentages.

Ther•efore, Hhetl an uncommon response

occurred eight trials in a row, the response, by definition,
becarne common and \-las no longer used in calculating mean
uncommon .response. percentages.
The "no response" percentage reeorded in. Phase l and
2 for S A were calculated by taking the nuniber of times

the §. did not verl:ially reB pond within

25 sec. and di v:i.ding

by the number of times {trials) the corresponding vEn•bal cue
't-iHs

presented with

01..

w:tthout

a

verbal

p:r•otnpt ...

T'.ne

"no re-

sponse" category used 1.n Tables 2 A.nd 3 was not used in the
tables i'or the other Ss (B, C, and D) because they always

respondedG
.§~s

A and B provided ·very li ttlo useful data because

they did not :ru.J:ri 11 the requl :tternent,<J of the e.xperi ment.
Nei thar S entablished four uncommon l'osponses in their be-

havior, according to the criterton of a learned response.
'J.1:u;, E!..S did not show tha·b the reinforcers cont;rolled the Ss'

behaviors in the experiment.
~s

C and D provided useful data in tha.t four uncommon

1~esponses 1rJEH'e estf:~.blished

during

1)hase~\

3 and 5 and the

22

uncommon responses \Jere elimina tad during Phase

4.

-

The Es

. shO\-red that the reinforcers controlled the .§_s behaviors.
There l-tas an increase in the percentages of uncommt:ln rospending with reinforcement of uncommon behavior and a decrease in uncommon responding with reinforcement of' common behavior.
Results of Phase 2 for A and B.

There were 11 standard

t1.. ain:tng sessions for A (Table -2) and 18 for B ('fable 3).
'I'able 2·

Per(1entage of Prompted -Shaped Verbal Responses
Paper, Bottle, and Box Emitted by A to the
Constant Verbal Cue ("What is that") and the
Percentage of No Responses for Each Session of Phase 2
Paper

Sef:Js:i.on

·-'l1 rs*~;,

_____

._,_,...._,,._,;,,... _

1
2
l~

5

6
7

8
9
10
ll

Lt.t.or.>o._ _ _ _ _ .... ., .....

~~~

**

Bottle
Trs. R%

Box

T:.~s,.

R%

NR·:~~m

Totr:il
c:ls

~t'ri

-----·---------....----------........._---

.........,.,, ............

ll
•t

3

. _

R:t~~~i-

23

78

61

100

9

89

1+
3
3

ll~

2

8
,_')6

5

38

77
1.00
J.~)Q

100
100

58

14

0

2

43

17
09
0

...
10

7

6

5

1'7

100
100
100
100

94.

12
20

18
20

18

.58
70

78

100

89

21+

16
20

14
0

08

88
37
2

68

64.

34
38
4-4

35
30
38

_,_,--------------.--~-----------

'I'r•:t al s

Percentage of correct response

{H:.-;:- No Hesponses
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Table 3
Percentage of Prompted-Shaped Figures Circle, Square, and
Trian¥,le C Drew to Their Corresponding Verbal Cue
(e.g., 'Draw me. a circle") for Each Session of Phase 2

Session
1
2

3

~6

Circle
Trs. R%

11

0

2

0

13

62

9

67

8
3
23

25
0
57

56
57
34
56
59
31

14

58
55
57

28

30
2?

56

37
36

83

36

llj.
1"~
?

6
7

1?

1'3
1'3

16

• _ _.........

'II

67

100

100

so

75

71
67
50
67

67
86

50
85

14.

18
....

48

3

1~.
1~~

13

60

60

44
7
3

12

Triangle
Trs. R%

5
6
1+
1

7
8
9
10

Square
Trs. R%

69

8

78

3

100
100

i~

33

1

1
1
2

25
26

60

20

80

19

60

20

88

14

100
100
100

31:}

80

15

1?

100

27

68
38
70

35
36
30

71
23

JB

l.!l.J.

76

35

_.......,_,.,.._...U'C .. .C-..,. ..w~-~----------·--------··--

In the standard training sessions, as indicated in
11ables 2 and 3, there were a numbet• of sessions (Sessions

3 and l+ in Table 1) devoted to ti'aining attention getting
behavior, suoh as "Look at the cup" for A. and other behaviors that were already established in B's behavior, such

aa counting reaponses, i.e., 1,
however, met

l~he

2~

3,

etc.

Ss A and B,

ltH3.rn:I.ng criterion for tha:i.r target responses.

Sometimes t;hr:-; total numbor of trials dld not oorr•espond to

tha number of trials per session used in training the

tar·~

get; response a beoaus e of the at tent1. on ge ttl.ng behavlcn's

and the count5.ng response13 that t-ror(:) tralned.

For example,

24
in·Table 2 1 Session 1 1 88 total trials does not correspond
Bottle 11

to 79 trials for the target responses of "Paper 11 and
for A.
and

11

For further detailed information see Appendices B

c.
Results of Phase 3 for A and B.

Twenty-one originality

training sessions were given to A (Table
Tabla

4)

and 12 to B.

4

Percentage of Uncommon Verbal Responses Tree, Icecream, and
Pepsi A Em:i. tted to the Constiant Verbal Cue and the
Percentage of ~o Responses for Each
Session of' Phase 3
Session

·rree

__
].·

....,.

__

Icecream

0

2

86

3

4.

72
39

6

63

52

5

16
17

7

8
9

13

14
16

17
18

19

0
0
0

0

12

0

L~O

0
0

0

08

68

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

Ihe

!f:.

15

35
81
44
67
67
60

21

60
62
60

45
1.~1

lJ..O

21

48
42
42
47
h8
L1.o

21

40

·-

85

14.

20

18

0
0

-------

57

28

0

72

Total
Tt•·ials

37

55

0

.,..,.---•·•__,..,.......,.r.t_.'_-------..._ _. _ . - - - a • w
1

34
14
23
46
23
36

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

19

72

20
21

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

77
61
.3"
_-,

15

_....

19

31

12

No Respor.ses

-·--· ,._ _

0
0

55

10
11

Pepsi

52

32
98

144

.55

---·

gave the constant ve:r•ba.l cue of "t-That is thatu

without any verbal or motor pr•ompts to A, and unra't-T ma
somet;hing 11 to B wl th

som(~

ver•bal and motor pt•ompts during

Session 12.

A met the learning criterion for three uncommon

verbal responses, "Treeu, "Icecream 11 , and "Pepsi", whereas,
B met the learning criterion for only one uncommon drawing

response called a "Door-knob".
ing Sessions 11 and 12.

drew the ''Door-knob 11 dur-

B

Prior to Session 11, common responses

such as houses, squares, pumpkins, etc. occurred.

.56% and

centages of ''Door-knob 11 were
12, respectively.
B

and

The per-

10% for Sessions 11 and

For further information see Appendices

c.
~ults

c.

o.f Phase 2 for

Four sessions wei'e needed

to establish the building responses
and ''Rectangle 11 in C 's

behaviot~

Tabl0

11

Pyramid ", "Tower'',.

as indicated in Table

5.

5

Percentage of Px,ompted -Shnped Lego Objects Pyramid,
Tower, and Reo tnngle C Built 'Co Their Col'I'espond ing
Verbal Cue (e.g., "Build me a pyr•amld'') for Each
Session or Phase 2
.....

~.

Session

Pyrmnid
Trs.
R%

1
2

23

3

10

61
86

7

60
100

L~

4

-·-------·.

rrovmr
rrrs.
R%

3

2
2

100
100
100

Rectangle
Trs.
R%

L~

2
2

Total
Trials
23

14

7.5

1~

100
100

-..--------·----------.__......-

....
Session 1 was used to establish the building response

"Pyra.mid 11 •

,._,_

Th0 E gave eight hand prompts to the §_ 9 five

ttihich helped to produce coJ:•rect responfles.

col•dod for the ta.rget behaviors 1,

11

To\-rer 11 and

'I'he dashes re11

R(:JC

tangle"

denote again tha.t the cue for these responses had not been

gl•1en by the

!•

On seven. ti•lals of Session 2, the

~.gave

26
the verbal cue "Build me a pyramid" to the §. and on six
tz•ials she responded by building "Pyramids 11 •
prompts were presented.
common object.

The

trials of Session

2.

Three hand

The first trial she built an un-

only built six "Pyramids" in ten

3 because.she was interrupted on seven

trials by other patients entering the backyard and making-

C reached the learning criterion for each of the

noise.

three responses.
Ret.mlts of Phase 3 for C.

C received seven originality

·t;raining sessions to establish four• uncommon (Lego) objacts,
"Indian", "Stoplight", "Bed", and "Pole" (Table 6).
I

Table 6
P(n~oeniiRge of Uncolnmon Lego Objects IncHan,
Stoplight, Bl;)d 1 o.nd Pole C Built t~o the Constant
Ve:l:'bal Cue ("Build rne somath1.ng 11 ) for Each
Session or Phase 3

__

........,

_,..

____

~-

St-lssion.

......

-......--.-~~........,.,,.--------------·--

Indian.. Stoplight.

Bed

.Pole

Total
Trials

~~,---------------------------------------------~---------

0
0

28
86
09
0
-~-..-----

-

0

91

0
0
09
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0

04

72

0
0

03
0
0

04

100

_______

..........- - - . - - - . . . - - - _ _ _ . . , _ .

The i'irs't three sess:i.ons dealt with cmrtalling uncommon responses..

As soon as the ;§_presented the verbal cue ("Build

me something") the S apparently pex•ceived that she had to
bui.ld something different on ench 'erial instead of ea.ch session~

On Session 1 the E first reinforced C on each trial

27
that she built an uncommon object.

The S responded by

building a different uncommon object each trial.
Session 2 the

!

During

reinforced C only intermittently in an

attempt to establish only one uncommon response per session.
The S still built a different uncomrnon object on each trial.
In Session 3 prompting-shaping 'Has reinstated but instead of
having C build a. "Pyramid 11 ,

"Tower", and "Rectangle 11 over

a fEn·r trials, C was asked to build eight consecutive "Rectangles 11 •

This procedure was intr•oduced in order to convey

the tdea of repetition in bullding an object.

The S re-

sponded by building eight "Rectangles" in a row for the
Origin.SJ.li ty tr•aining waa reinstated

flPst eight trialse

at T~ial 9, but ~epetition of an uncommon response did not

ooour until Trials 26 and 27 and again during Trials 30 and

31.
DuPing Sessoion

!.~

was established in the

the first uncommon response, "Indian 11 ,
~'s

building behavior.

C also built

one rectangle and bna other object during Session

4.

The

S met the learning c.:t•i terion for each of the fout• uncommon
rnotox• responses.
Results o.f_!,b£:·.~~-~Lfcr C.

The

r·e~mltr:1

a.s incl:i.cated i.n

Table 12 show that uncommon building behAvior was eliminated
in Cis behavior during the extinction phaseq
11

Polen

11

in 120 tr•:i.als over a

trlals each day.
common

l'espondin{~

5

day per5.od.

C built 120
1,here Hel'e

24

This reprefHmts a l.Oo% decrement in unon the part of the 3o

"Pole 11 built initially during Phase 3

'Has

'Ihe Lego object

not considel'fH] an

28
uncommon response during Phase

4

because it occurred at

least eight consecutive trials in a row during Phase 3.
Results of Phase

5 fo~ c.

Four sessions were needed

to establisP, "staircase", "Car", and "Building" and the unidentified object ln C1 s building behavior (Table 7).
Table 7
Per·contage of Uncommon Lego Objects Unidenti.fied,
Staircase, Ca.r a.nd Building C Built to the
Constant Verbal Cue for Each
Session of Phase 5
Session

Unidentified

85

1

0
0
0

2

3

4

----·"-----~,----·--""""

Staircase

Car

0
100

___

08
0

..

. .... .......,._

Building

Total
Trials
13

0
0

0

0

11

92

0

12
2)

____
04

72

..,...........__~._.._.,."'

In Seesion 1, C built 11 "unidentified" objects;

__

the t"t..ro

errors in responding vrex•e the "Poles" reinforced during the

extinction phase.
During Session 3 the one error in response, occurring
during Trial 1 was the "staircase".

In Session

4,

G built

18 "Buildings 11 , 12 of ·Hhich occurred in 12 successive trials.

The seven err•ors in x•espond ing entailed on.e tr ia.J. in which

the S built a

11

Car•", and six trials in ·v.;hich she built six

di.ffa:c>ent unco;:nmon objects not previously reinforced,.

The

six different tmcomrnon ob :Jec ts were designated as errors

because the Es co-ctld not determine whr7ther the reinforcers
actually controlled how the §_ responded.

llhe S met th(:l

· lntu•ning criterion for each of the four uncommorl motor re-
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spouses.
Results of Phase 6 for C.

The beha\riors recorded dur-

ing the 6 day period which encompassed the baseline phase

!s 1 sitting, talking to Es,

for C, consisted of looking at

talking alone, rocking leg, walking, standing, drinking,
fondling· face with hands, playing with fingers, pounding
on chair or self, smiling to self, dancing, watching T.V.,
t•ocldng body in chair, looking outside, fingers in mouth,

scratching parts of the body (e.g., back, leg, seat, neck,

etc.) and working on n puzzle.

Working on a puzzle was an

uncommon motor response for the §_ according to sta.f.f memThis behavior occurred on Day 1 of baseline ra-

bers.

eording.

C fil'•st tried to put the puzzle together t-rhen

the E:> entel'!S:d the room.

The S d:i.d put the

getheY• but it took her approximately

24

-m~~n.

to-

pu~:.zle

The EfJ

apparently fJerved as a cue (a condi tloned stimulus) to do

Out of

495

total behaviors observed during Phase 6 the

.folloHing per•cente.ges were recorded:
:r.•o<lldng leg or body,

flngortJ in mouth,
,of
l·1·1°

looking at Es,

8% watching

1ook·l·r·ry
'JU 4'·'-,.J'".....4 d"'
· ·'a '
"1 '

_,_

8%

12% sittlng, 10%

9%

fondling face or

movle oP 'l' .. V.,

1
),d
''"l-k·
"1"1°
v. ~· · J. ng ,

5%

standlng,

4d
/0 t'l1k·"lt'l,.,.
"· ·-~· · 6 'l.:o
- E"'
_.::; ,

2rf/.
!'J't"J·.·.L·....1 n•'1'
-1() - "
D

to self, and all other behaviors less "than 1~ each,.
appea.x~

did not

·Phase 1

1'he S

to be, as ster·eotyped in hEn• behaviol"' as in

~

~

Phase 2 l'or De

S D participated in four

· standard training sessions in order to establish the tar-

30
get behaviors as· stated in Chapter 2 on Phase 2.

The 'per-

centages of each target behavior are represented in Table

8 for each session.
Table 8
Percentage of Prompted-Shaped Clay Objects Car, Man,
and r.rurtle D Hade to Their Corresponding Verbal
Cue (e. g., 11 I'-1ake me a car 11 ) for Each
Session of Phase 2
Session

Car
Trs.

1
2

2

3

4

Man
Trs.
100
100
100
100

3

4

3

3
3
2

3

Tote.l
Trials

R1b
67

7

100
100
100

tt5

57

12

100
100
100
...

____

10
10
11
,.......,.,~-..

...

The .f:i.rst t1u•ee t.rlals of Se8s1..on 1 dealt Hl th the
t~;t:r•get

behr.nr:lol' of making a clay

11

M8.n ''.

The

s

~

did make

two "Men" in thrf,o tl'ails when- the E presented the
corresponding verbal cue ("Make me a man").
through 7 and 10 through 12 the ver•bal cue

turtle" occur•red.
the "Tw:•tle ".

4

On Trials
11

Make 1ne a

On five out of seven trials the S made

-

The two er•rors occurred when the S could not

make the "Turtle" even after hand prompts had been provided
(e .. g", rrhe E .showed D hov.r to make bhe tuz,tle n:t'ter she had
f'ail~3d

to do so,).

cue f'or each tax•get

Pr·ior to initiating the flrst verbal
behaviot~

the m_ made the appropriate

item with the clay, tearing tlul clay object up, and then
presented the d0sired

cue~

Tho E presented a. hand prompt

during TI ial 8 but the & f'i nished mold:i.ng ·:jhe "Car H.
1

The

§. only prov1.ded D w:t th ve:r'bal pra:i.se for• this response.
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Session 2 consisted of ten trials.
and

On Trials 1, 2,

7 the verbal cue to make the "Man" occurred.

Trials

3, 4, 8, and 9 -vrere devoted to the verbal cue nHake me a
turtle".

5, 6,

Trials

"Car" occurred.

The

~

and 10, 'bhe verbal cue to make the
responded correctly on all trials.

The ~ gave a hand prompt during ~~rials 6 and 10, at which
ttme the S finished tnolding the "Car" and was verbally reinforced for her effor•ts.
Sesslon 3 consisted of ten trials.

Trials 1, 2, 6,

and 10 dealt with the target behavior "Turtle".

Trials

3 and 7 involved . the "Man II and rrrials 4, 5, 8, and 9 dealt
with the "Car".
~J.lriul

2.

·rho s

l'SCf~i ving

The

!

presented a hand pron1p·b during

The !!!, presented a hand prompt du:rllng rr:d.al

verbal praise for

On T:r>:inls 1,

4,

r€~sponding cor.r~c

8:~

tly.

6, 8, s.nd 11 of Session !t. the E

presen.t;ed the verbal cue to nJake a "Turtle" to D.

On

5, and 9 the §_ made a "Man 11 and on. Trials 3, 7,
and 10 the s made the "Car". The E did not give any

Trials 2,

hand prompts during this session.

~£'he

S met the learning

criter•ion fox• each of the three :c>esponses.
Best~~LRt~1£~.)~6

t:r•ainlt1.g

~iossionn

D received .five original:tty

1.n. ordor to Elstablish four uncourmon clay

objects i.n her clay molding behavior t;o the constant verbal
cue "Mtlke me something"..

'l1h0 pt)rcontages of correct responses

are reco1•ded in 'l'a.ble 9 for each target behavior

pt.~r

session.
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'rabla 9
Percentage of Uncommon Clay Objects House, Boat,
Cross, and Ball D Made to the Constant Verbal
·Cue ("Hake me some thing") for Each
. Session of Phase 3
Session

House

50

1
2

89

3

Ball

0
0

0

0
0

0

42

0

21

22

56

32

41

06

06

05

~

Boat

Cross

0

0

Total
Trials
20
9
22

19

18

In Session 1 D made the uncommon clay object "House"

on ten trials but not in succession.

The §.. made the "Han"

on tlu.. ee trials, "Car 11 on tv.ro trials, "Turtle" on :four
tr:i.o.ls, and "Basket" on one tr·ial.

Du:d.ng Session 2, the one er•ror in response was the
-

n:Hariu i-tliichshe made

uncommon clay object

on Trial
11

-

1~

In Session 3, D made the

Cross 11 on the last nine trials.

'lhe

firflt 13 trials entailed the .§_ making the "House" seven
times, the

11

Car 11 t-vtice, the ":Han" twice, and the "Turtle"

i;wice.

Session L} dealt wit;h the .Q_ making the uncommon clay
object "Boat" on tb.e last eight trials in succession9

the f:i.rst 11 trials she made the
tlu•oe times, "House" once

11

11

On

Cross 11 four times, "Man"

':[lurtle" once, "Easter basket 11

once and "Basket" once.
During Sossion

on tho last ten trials.
the

11

uncommon cla.y 11Ball 11

5 the §..made the

In the first eight trials D made

Boat 11 foul' times, "Manu onee,

11

House" once, "Cross"

33
The §. met tho learning cri tori on for

once, and "Car n once.
the uncommon responses.
R~ts

of Ph~se

4

for D.

Phase

4 _lasted

for five ses-

sions, D molding three common clay objects (.nBall", "Boat",
and

1

'House n) indicating a 1007& decrement in uncommon re-

sponding.
{2!~

Out of 120 trials which made up the five sessions

trials per session) D maqe 120 common clay figures, con-

sisting of these three objects (Table 11).

Results of Phase
four sessions

2 fo.r

As presented in Table 10

D.

needed to establish !'our additional un-

vlOl"e

common clay objects 1.n D 1 s behavior.

Table 10
Per~centage

of Uncommon Clay Ob ,jec ts Ash Tray, P:i.g,

He.mburge:L•, and Oni.on Ring D Hade to t;he
Gon~.~ ta.nt Ver•bu1 GUt) for Each

Sessi6n of' .Phase ;?

_______________ __________________
Se~Js'ion

Ash Tray

Pig

Hamburger . Onion Ring
.

,

1
2

15

0

0

0

79

29

0

14

13

06

0
0

31-t-

4

--...--.----

.,

vtor.•e made in. a ra·w.
11

obJects.

Men 11 ,

11

19
11

t.1.~'laJ.s

11

Ball 11 •

19
16

69

before she made the firsi; un-

Ash trayu, at which tlme ten nAsh trays"

rrhe first 19 trials D made clay

House.s' 1 , and

11

Boats 11 ,

Cara 11 which were all common

11

Session 2 she made clay

. in succession..
and one

06

__,

common clay object

BalJ.s 11 ,

53

_ _____ -- -------

:requi:!.~ed

Sessim1 1

11

05

11

3

Tot;al
Trials

11

Pigs u 11 times, ten trials

Dt\rin.g this session she macle two·

11

Ash trays"

Session 3 she ·made ten <}.lay "Humburgor•s 11 in .

34
a row.

th1~ee

Nine trials prior to this she molded

"Ash trays '11 ,

two ''Men", two "Turtles", one "Pig" and one "Hausen.
first five trials of Session

4 she

"Ash trays", one ·"Pig", and one

11

made one

Man 1 ' .

11

The

Hamburger11 , two

The §_met the learn-

ing criterion for the uncommon responses.
Results of Phase 6 for D.

The behaviors recorded dur-

ing the five da.y baseline pe:t•iod for D entailed sitting,
standing, walking, watching T.V., reading, talking to others
and self, drinking, doing assigned work (e.g., cleaning
south-east staff lounge a.nd washing dishes in kitchen),
helping. others, touching .others, such as hitting a patient,
drawing, etc.

Her behaviors were so diverse and frequent

that it was difficult to record every action.
~:

and 3 D did draw one

11

Grons 11 and tvlo

During Days

"Sunflower~ a

11

each

This was an uncommon motor response suppo.r•ting the

day 11

· notion that the originality training had some effect on
drawing behavior.
'11he pe:r•cen.t~::1.ges wer•e not cornputed for each behavior re-

.cor•ded due to the large repertoire of responses emi t;ted,
indicating that no specific behaviop dominated her response
pattern.,

Moat of the behnvtors oec1..u•red less then 2!/o of the

time during the observation

period~.'

A~1.,yfliB of PhaseB ;3_L_JtL..an9_...2._for· Ss C and D.

pm•centages Her•e computed for

t~he

Mean

designated uncormnon

moto1• responses emi ttad by C and D 1.mde1" oach level of
fl1asas

3, 4,

and

5 in

order to determine tho trends in the

f'requt:Jrwy of uncommon respondlng.

Table 11 shows an

3.5
incrQase in original response percentages, then extinction
of original x•esponse percentages, with finally an. abrupt increase again.
Table 11
MeRn Percentage of Uncommon Responses for
C and D Under Each Level of Phases
3, 4P and 5
Phases

Uncomtnon Responses
Subject C

Uncommon Responses
Subject D

.56
0
.59

.,56

3

4
5

0

.87

-----------------------------------------------------------The original). ty training "m.s successful.

An analysis of

variance and a tr•ond analysis \vera performed on the mean.

.. deallng

t\l'i th 'llrJ.C;."!tyl'J.llOU

response percentages indicates that

the Es controlled the reinforce:t•s and the Ss behavior.

The

results are presented in Table 12.

Table 12
Analysis of Variance and Trend Analysis Performed on the
Hean Pel'CEmtago of Uncommon Responses for C and D
Unden;• Es.ch Level of' Phases 3, !.j., and 5

___._.....___...._____..
I-ff)a.n Square
ss
Probability
......._______

---------·~----·•

·-E

8ource

l'U~~-m~---

d ...
,).

--~~,_...,,......._..

Subjects
Phases
Linear '1'1•end

801

1
2

OJ

l

.59
8

Qua.d:r'atic Trend ~56
Subjects W Phases~02

Total

...

----·~

1
2

~01

.30
.03
~56

-----------------------~

30.00
3,00
56.00

.. 01

--·----------·--""'·--,..·----__..,-.............

.

.62

...

-..--

As indicated in Table 12 there is a significant phases

effect and a significant quadratic trend component of the
phases effect at the

.05 probability level.

In other words,

as predicted itl Chap tel~ 1, the mean perfo1•mance of Ss C and
D significantly depend on each phase of training and the
tret1d of' uncommon mean 1•esponse pe:r•centages across Phases 3,

4t and 5 is best described as a U function or quadratic
polynomial equa·cion..

'The -E predicted a quad:t•atic
trend
.

in the data and the trend was observed.

CHAPTER POUR

Summary
The present thesis describes a pilot study in which
four hospitalized female patients, mentally ill or mentally
retarded, were trained to emit original verbal or motor
responses thr•ough operant oondi tioning.

Each S had to

emit an uncommon response eight times in a rO\.z be.fore the

:t'Gsponse was considered to be learned.

The Es wanted each

§.to emit a total of eight uncommon responses and establish
them in the

~s

behavior.

'l'he procedure of the study consisted.of six phase:s1,.
Phase 1 the Es

recox~ded

baseline responses.

In

During Phase 2

e;;tch S was tralncd to end. t tht•ee opecifi.c pl... (7desi.gnated

x•esponses,

vex•ba~l

or motor·.

The purpose of' this training

111as to expose th"} S to a constant; stimulus situation in-

cluding a constant (verbal) cue and reinforcers.
S had learned the three specif:tc

respons~Hlt

originality training was initiated"

Phase 3, the

Phaso 3 entailed pro-

viding reinforcement for only uncommon responses.
common

1~esponses

had to occur eight t;imes in

Phase

4

Four un-

succE~ssion

f.'o:re a S could be introduced to thcJ next phase,

reached that criterlon$

Once each

be-

Only ta·ro Ss

was called the extinction

phase and dealt with eliminating all uncommon responses by
x•einforce1uent of only common responses.,

Any responses

occurring px•ior to this phase wer•e considered conm1cm.

'rhe

extinction phase lasted .for a mtnimum o.f five sess1on8

(2!~

38

trials per session).

The extinction criterion Has that tha

Ss would not emit any uncornmon responses during the last

t....m days of the ext:l.nction phase.

t\'fO

5

originality

Pour new uncommon responses had to

train.i.ng was reinstated.
be emit ted by the

In Phase

Ss.

Finally the

~s

wer•e observed again

as in Phase 1 to see if the originality training had an effect
upon their ward behav:l.or.
'.rhe
spons~s.

1~esults

show that all four Ss omitted uncommon re-

S A emitted throe.uncommon verbal responses, B

ono uncommon dralfring response, C eight uncommon building

block responses, . and D eight uncommon clay molding responses.•
The di.fference in performance betw0en

th~1

fi:est two Ss (A and

B) a.nd the last tHo Ss (C and D) may be ro.fl;;;eted in a sub-

stnntial difference in their intelligence quotients (I.Q.).
The Pea.body Pictc:.re Vocabular7 Tos t, Por•m A { P. P. \f .'11 •

)

t.vas

actmlr.dstex•ed to the Ss and the following scol.. es were computed.
A's. I.Q,e vW.s 10 5 B's 21, C's 1~6, and D's

58.

In Chapter l the E p:C"edicted that the

~-s

would lear-n

the :r.equlred number of responses ln Phase 2, that tho percentages of.' original responses 'lmuld incl."'ease during Phe.se 3

and finally that the percentages of orlginal responses \-tould
decx~eane

§_a

duPin.g Phase

)_~

a.nQ

:i.t'lCI'OfL'JO

dur·ing

nlase

5 fol'

each

'the l'esults indict:1to that all the Ss met the criter1on

of Phase 2, bu.t Ss A anu B had trouble omitting original responses th.wing Phase 3 especially after· tho initial uneommon
response oecux•red and Has reinforced.
~aid

1

!'1'ree n, it took anothe!'

For example, once A

ll~ ness ions

before she said
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"Icecream".

3.

Ss A and B did not meet the t•equirements of Phase

In other words neither §_learned four different uncommon

responses, therefore, training was discontinued for ·them.

§_s C and D, hoHever, did meet the requirements for each
phase and supported the experimental predictions of the present study.
Mental patients' behavior is usually repetitive on the
ward setting.

The f5.nal baseline obsel"'Vations ,(Phase 6) were

important because they indicated the extent of get1el"•alized

Ol"'iginali ty of respond1.ng.

In obse:r•ving §..s C and D on the

Hard during Phase 6 the E determined that there was soma

transfer efi'ec t of.·· the originality train1.ng.

C Horked on

a puzzle and D drew a "Cross 11 and t-vm "Sunflower• a'' both of
·whic~h

Hel"'& un.common beb.avlo:r>s tax• each §....

:r·epetltive:~

These n.on-

unco:nmon heha'l.dors indics.te that Ol'iginality

tratn.ing t-Ui · ElXE:ll'ipli:fied ir1 thi ~~ study rnight be benef'icial

for other 1nonto.l patientsp

'l'he

~.;tudy

indical;es that mental patients can

lc~a1.. n

to

em:i. t. Ol'ig:i.na1 responses through a particular shaping p:Pocess.
'I1he otandard training phase {Phase 2) involved the use of

the pr•nmptlng-ahap:tng techn:lquo as well as repeated exposu1•e

to n. x•c-.)lativt:>ly constant st:tmuhts condition.
tx•ctining

phas~.:1

rrhe originality

( Phaso 3) did not involve a shaping procedure ..

Hather th(3 Ss ,,rere reinforced only when an obviously uncommon
X't3sponse occurred.
l't"lspotHH:)s

Howovo:r, the E a.ssurnes that for uncommon

to r•elio..bly occur, both phases are necessary.

Wnen the nJentall·,y- r•eto.rded patients are compared to the
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mentally ill patients it appears that operant training of '
originality will Hork best with mentally retarded patients.
The reason for this speculation resides in the fact that
the patients who emitted more psychotic behaviors, such as
~

B1 s erratic verbal behavior, appeared to pay less attention

to the experimental tasks.

Also, baseline can be established

more readily for n1entally retarded patients because their
repertoires of behavi.ors appear to be more limited and even
more repetitive then the repertoires of mentally 5.11 patients.
Hot.Jever, the operant technique of originality training probably can be applied to B.ll types of mental pat:i.ents because origlnal:i. ty of behav·ior is n1easux•ed in reference to
baseline datae

AP P E ND I XE S

Appendix A: ·Procedural Details for Each S Per Phase
Subject A
Phase 1:

baseline.

The behaviors recorded during the

first four days encompassed sitting, standing, walking, lying
down, reading, getting medication, sleeping, going to the
rest-room, smiling, standing at the water founte.in trying to
get a drink, sucking thumb, and doing assigned work, e.g.,
making her own bed.
Out of 72 different behaviors observed during the
first four days the following percentages were recorded:

24'fo lying down, 26% sitting, 1.5% reading, and 14% -rralking
(to make bed) a
or

~dtliing ..

At least ,50~ ~'f the tirne A was ly1.ng dO\m

In. this t:tme spB.n not; once did nha say a word

t:o any of tho patients or staff meY!';t e rs.
On Days

questions.

5 s.nd 6 A was approached by the Es and asked
On Day .5 a verbal response of "Yes" was elicited

by the following questiotls.

"Did you go outside today? 11

"Did you take . a. ba th? 11 "Do you .like. T.v.?"

11

Did you play

ca.tch-ball? 11 "Do you knot-: Dolores?" In addition, she said
11

Dave"

wh~m

verbally pr·ompl;ed to say Dave,

On Day 6, the ma1.n
backya.:cd of Cottage B.

30 min. session.
{e~g.,

"say Dave 11 ,

~

(DwHo) asked A questions ln the

She continually grinned duri.ng the

Tho S was

ven~bally

"Say flower",

11

prompted many times

Say shirt", etc.).

In

ref'eronce to these prompts as well as questions (e.g., "Is
t.he gras/3 gr•:>en") she emitted many "Yes's'', "Huhs 11 ,

"Ya.hs",
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· and

11

I
I

Yuhs " •
Phase 2:

standard training.

The 1;arget behaviors

prompted-shaped for A were th:ree verbal responses {"paper 11 ,
''bottle", and nbox") to one verbal cue {"What is that").
The

~s

I
I

provided Pepsi-Cola, Coke, or orange Kool Aid and

verbal praise (e.g., "Very good") whenever she verbally

I
I

identified the appropriate item (a. paper, a bottle, or a
box) upon cue.
The E held up the paper during the presentation or the
verbal cue;
box on the

he pointed to the bottle; and he looked at the
l~twn.

This sequence or holding, pointing, and

looking \.ras used in order to make the S's

di~~crim:tna.tlon

ta.:sk

progressively more difficult.
.rhe procedu:."o used in es t.e.bJ.i shing tho target 'behav'i.(Jl:'f.1

1

fi:t•et entalled presenting e.n object, suc.h aD paper to_the §.
then giving the verbal cue.

The S

\-tas

vel:•bv.lly pt""ompted

("Say paper") when she did not respond verbally within 10 to

15 sec.

When the S ansltiered verbally with the co1•rect Nord,

food and 'IJ'er•ba.l praise \-tere given immediately.

When she

a.nsrrered incox•rectly or did not a.naHer within 25 sec. food
and vt<n"ba.l pr•aise
t\ ne~r

l'lEH'e

not providnd..

The E then ini M.a.ted

trial.

S A received 11 standard training sessions in order to
shape tho verbal r·esponses

11

pafH)l"n,

"bottle", ancl "box 11 •

Be-

cause the ]!.had trouble getting A to respond at all on Day 3,
a tnod:tfication of tho standard train1ng pha.ao \oJas introduced •.
Sessions 3,

4,

and

5

were

oont~erned

t.ri th getl;lng her to respond

I
I
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again by giving food to her for looking at a cup upon cue.
The mean time for the 11 sessions was 32 min, and 27 sec.
The range in session times was 23 min. to
Phase 3:

originality training.
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min.

The target behaviors

for A were to be four uncommon verbal responses, to one
verbal cue (''What is that").

'l'he E provided food (Coke or

chocolate ice cream) and verbal praise for each uncommon respon.se emitted upon cue.

Only those verbal responses vlhich

had not occurred during the first two phases were considered
uncommon.
'l'he S vlas taken outside and the E asked the S ''How are

-

you toclay

11

•

The E then asked A if she would like fJorne ColoJ.

She usually replied "Yes" and received a small sip of' Ookea
The E poured a small amount of Coke into a eup placed

-·

hefol~e

her' on the tttble and th.e11. looked directly in her face and

gave the verbal
as

11

F'or each uncommon vex•ba.l 1,esporwe, such

~~ue.

'rt•ee 11 , she vras immed:i.1ately reinforced.

The verbal response "'rree"

\-las

so strongly established

that the E initiated modeling procedures during Sessions

'.rhe verbal responses emitted by the model (the other

and 16.
!!!_) Here

15

~"Ho:rseJ',

11

Icecreo.m", "Hedge", "G-rass u, "Btrd ·11 ,

"House 11 for Session
16 began.

The E

15

fil~st

and gave the verbal

~nd

and "Icf)Craam" d1.rectly before Sesslon
looked directly in the rnodol' s face

CU.£:);

wh5.ch was uncommon !'or A.

then the model gave a verbal response

Reinforcenmnt (icecream and verbal

prai.se) -vra.s immediately given to the model.

The same pro-

cedure was used for Session 16 except the model firat said
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"T:r•ee.:J' and received no reinforcement as well as a reprimand
(''No") for his response.
sessions was 38 min.

The mean time for the 21 training

The range in session times was 15 min.

to 69 min.
Subject B
Phase 1:

baseline.

During the first two days B paced

in conjunction with touching right arm and hand repeatedly

and stroking .hair repeatedly 1!.1-% of' the time.

The S also

drank at the water fountain, touched others, laughed \oli th
others, sat, read, danced, sang and put her fingers in her
mouth, but not to a great extent.
On Days 3,
time.

4,

and

5

the §. talked to the

E 51%

of thta

Her talking was stereotyped in that she contitruall;r

talked about herself (she had more than one

f'lr~Jt~

name) and

_ her_ family ( e .go, "Si-sters were marrted- e.nd had Philtppfno babies with curls").

She also talked about various foods

which she supposedly received on or from some ranch located
in Los Angeles or Oregon.

In addition, she sang songs, such

as ''Down Me.xico Way" and uwhi te Christmas".

B repeatedly

emphasized that she attended school ("the 11th and 8th

grade~")

and questions were asked in order to determine her counting
ability,.

She answered J!A lot" to many questions of "How

many is that 11 (f'ingrn•s, chairs, etc.).
One additional day was added to the procedure to determine B's operant level for drawing.
draw a square, a circle, and a triangle.
· "pumpkins" and "apples".

B was instructed to
She drew mainly

She did dral·l a. circle, but she
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identified it as an apple.
Phase 2:

standard training.

The target behaviors.

chosen for B were three geometric figures (square, circle,
and triangle) drawn to the corresponding verbal cue (e.g.,
''Draw me a square".).

Initially the target behaviors i.n-

cluded having her count a specific number (1, 3,
of fingers or checkers.

5,

or 7)

After a few days, howe vel"', she

counted well beyond this amount, thex•efore, this procedure
was deleted.

B was provided with Coke, or M & M's, and verbal praise
("That 1 s very good
cue.
a~d

11

)

whenever she drew the correct figtn'"e on

The materials used wex•e typing paper, drawing papel.",
crayons of various colors.

The E established the tigures

in B's drawing behavior by (l) giving her a crayon, (2) placing
the paper before her on a cl:i.p~bov.x•d, ahd ( 3) asking her to
drm-1 a ptu(t1.cul13.r i'igure o

sec.

aft<:~r

B had to draw a figure witl1in 10

the verbal·· cue '.:las presented.

If she was not

paying attention, (e.g., looking around the yard) the E gave
·the ve.rbal cue again lvi th. a "hand prompt 11 until she d:r•ew
someth5.ng.

A "hand prompt" consisted of the E placing his

hand repe1atectly on the clip··boar.d in ordoP to draH B r s

attention towards the paper.
\~!hen

B drew tho correct figure she immediately was re-

inforced J whereas, when she dx•ew the wrong i'i gure she did

not receive x•o:t.nforcement and a novl trial was b0gun,

A trial

started as soon as the verbal cue was given and ended

~1en

a figure

~vas

completely drawn..

S B rece:i.ved 18 standard
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I
I

training sesslons in order to shape the drawing responses
"square", "circle", and "triangl-e".

The mean time for the

18 sessions was 25 min,
fha:Se 3:

originality train:i.ng,

The target behaviors

I
I

for B were to be four uncommon figures drawn to one verbal
cue ("Draw me something").

The procedure used to establish

uncommon behavior in B was the. same as in Phase 2 except for
the· changt-)d verbal cue.

as a

11

It' she drevl an uncomt'l'lOn figure, such

I
I

doorknob ", she \-las r•einforced 1 whereas, if she dre1-1 a

common figure, such as a npumpkin", she was not reinforced.
B received 12 originality training sessions in order to

The mean time for the 1.2

establish one target behavior,.
sessions was

43

min. and

1.5

sec.

The range i.n session times

lias 21 min~ to 86 min.

1:'1.le

un.cor~a~~on

figut'e Has

dra:~·l11

during Session 11.;

Prior

to Session 11 she c6nsistantly drew a three sided figure,

which looked like. a.wicket in

a

croquet set, and identified

it as a variety of objects (e.g., "House", "Roof",
11

Apple 11 1

11

Chimney"~

"Puzzle",

continu.ally droH this figure,

11

Game" 1 etc.).

th€~ :?~

11

vlindow 11 ,

Because.she

r•einstated pl,.orrtpting-

shaping in order to try to establiiJh an a.l ternative behavior.

'rhe ta:rgot; beha.vic.u• of' getting B to drat.r a

11

hox•sen i-Za.s chosen

by the If_s fox• Sassifm 10 because she happened to drarz i ·t; once
dU):'ing Session 91)

of

11

'The ]fl. did not establish the dra:vllng response

horse" in hen:• draHing behavior (i.e., B only dre\-J seven

hor~1es

in succession, not; meeting the criterion of eight cor-

rect responses in a row.)~

I
I
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The

!

used modeling procedures and various ve1•bal and

hand prompts in working with B.

Modeling techniques initiated

duringSession 9 entailed the following.

The model (the

other ~) first drew two consecutive pictures of the three
sided figure each time to the verbal cue ("Draw me something")
anCI received the reprimand "Non for each response.
then dre'\ot a

11

The model

cross .rr and received reinforcement.

Session 12 began with the S dra\-ting the same threesided figure to the Vtn.,bal cue.

'l"he E began a ne\or procedure

by giving direct verbal prompts in conjunction \otith

11

hand

prompts" consisting of pointing at clear spaces on the draw ...
ing paper after the §. ini tia.lly dre\v her

th't~ee

sided

f'igu·:t~e.

The verbal prompts consisted of the following:
'!Do someth:tng d:i.fferent", "Make :i.t look lil<:e somr.:thing el~:H'> 11 ,
"Put sor:to m.3.rlrs in that 11 •

during this sesrd.on.

'l'h.e

.Jil

gaye 115 p:t•ompts to her

Furthel"mol.,e, the §. r•epri.manded B for

exhibiting odd behavior or for trying to draw the threesided
11

figtu~e

dur1.ng a trial.

Th<:}

l .. epi•imt~nds

Stop", ''Don't do "that", "Don't", and

sho

t1:>l~Kl

to draw the usual figure the

11

consisted of

Cut that out 11 o
~

When

would interrupt

hl'li'

drawing by placing his forefinger or hand on the drawing paper

stopping her cx•ayon from rnov1.ng any f.urth.En:• in the sttn•eo-w
typed manneP o

Due t;o B • s stel"eotyped motor behavior (e. g .. , She con-

tinually t;ouched

h~)r

r'ight arm and hand repeatedly with her

le.f-t ha.n.d.) and her inattentiveness (a~g., Sornetimes she
would atop in the middlt3 of drawing a f1.gur-a and talk about
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her imaginary family.) the !s arbitrarily decided at tho
close of Session 12 that she was too psychotic to work with.

No further sessions were conducted.

I
I

Subject C

Phase 1.:

baseline.

The behaviors recorded during the

first six days enco1npa.ssed standing, sitting, walking, talking to o·thers, watching T.V., rocking leg, smiling, hands up

to face, playing with fingers, getting medication, laughing

alone, stroking hair, singing, drawing on paper.

Out of 319 total behaviors observed during the first
six days the following percentages were recorded:

19%

sitting, 12% talking to others, 1~ rockingleg, 20% hands
up to face.

Thus,

57%

of tho time C was either ~d.tt:i.ng rock~·

ing hel'' log or sitting fondling her face \-lith he1• hands.
Sho dld si)Oi.Tt<:menusly approach the 11!. (D .H.) and began con-

versation'S t-ri th him dur:i.ng the first three dayso

The f'ollow·-

ing information 'lttas gathered in these ,rerbal encounters.

C

said she used to attend school until books were taken away
from her by the teacher.

The E asked her why the books tvero

taken and she replied "I can't :r•os.d and t..rri te 11 .,

In addition,

shEt continually talked about her eating hablts, stating· that

she ate at home constantly and was placed on a diet: when c ..-,mi ng to the \-tard ..

On Day 7 the E took C outside and asked her if she would
like to build something wtth little red

plasti(~

that Here displayed beforo her on a. table.

can't bui.ld anythi.ngl"

pieces (Legos)

She stated "I

TheE then showed her how to bulld

I
I

•

objects with the plastic pieces.

-

The E then asked her if she

could build a "pyramid", a "tower", and a "rectangle 11 •

C

stated again "I can't build anything!"
s~andard

Phase 2:

trainin.B.,.

The targ.et behaviors for

C entailed building three Lego objects (a "pyramid", a "to'to~er",

and a "rectangle 11 ) to the corresponding verbal cue (e.g.,
11

Build me a pyramid 11)"'

She was provided v1i th Coke and vez•bal

praise ( 11 That 1 s very good") \'lhenever she built an object on
cue.
The mater:i.als used were 16 red plastic Lego pi.eces and
a grey pla.s tic Lego bas eo

Each red Lego piece. was

in length and 5/8 in. in width.
6~
'HH.S

in.

'rhe plas tit::. grey base vtas

in. in length and 3 1/8 in. in vridth.

.)/8 }.n..

l~

Ea.ch Lego piece

t.\.igh~

'rhe E est;ablished the three n1otor response.s in C r s

build:i.ng behavior• by plac:l.ng the L1:-1go pieces a;nd base before
he:t• on a table and than asking her to build a particular object.

If she was not paying attenti.on, (e.g., looking around

the yard) the E gave the verbal cue again 'tli th a hand prompt.
The :m_ gave the ve1•bal, cue in conjunction vii th a hand prompt
until she buiJ. t smnething.
verbal cuo was

givt1n

A trial nte.rted as soon as the

and ended when an object

Wl'{S

built;.

C received four standard training sessions in order to
shape tho desi:r•eH] building responses.

Tho m·9an time for the

four sessiona \1Ias 29 min. and 25

The range in session

H mes· 'Was
·
J.C
. /
<J •••

•
m~n.

S<-lC.

5i
for C were four uncommon objects built to one verbal cue
( "Build me something").

The E escorted C to the backyard

and asked her ho1-1 she felt that day.

The

!

gave C a sample

of Coke, if she replied "Yes" to the question "Would you
like some Coke? 11 •
the

Spilling the Lego pieces onto the table

! gave ·t;he verbal cue.

If aha built an uncommon object

I

she was immediately reinforced, whereas, if she built a
common object she Has not reinforced.

Presentation of a cue

and C1 s behavior denoted a trial as in Phase 2.
C

receive~

seven originality training sessions in order

to establish all foul" target behaviors which the ;§. identif:ted
11

(named) as an

Ind:lan 11 , a

11

stoplightll, a '~ed", ~nd a

11

poJ.e·".

Each uncornmon object; \vas assigned a name of a Coti.cret,e obJect
so that each

m:i.r.~ht
b

be

r~mernbe:r•od·

r.1oro readil',''t bv the S on
v

--

aubaequent trials.
Durie.g Sessions 1 and 2, C built such a varl aty of

un~

comtnon objects· that. the E. altered his procedure by .reinstatlng
proinpting-shapingQ

She appar"'ently pe1•ceived that she had to

bui.ld a different uncommon object each time the verbal cue

\.ra.s presented instead of just one uncommon object per sessiono
In order to indi:t•ectJ.y convey t;he idea that she had to build
only one uncommon objoc.t in a given session, the
Session

in

h.

by asking her to build a "rectangle 11 ,

succes~don.

~ncotnmon

~began

eight time a

After eight cot•rect :t'esponsos in n ro'\-1 1 he

then initiated originality training agah1..

I

Only the first

object buUJ.i during each session was reln.t'orced.

The first uncommon object established in her behavior occurred

during Session
30 min.

l~.

The mean time for the sevatl sessions was

The range in session times was 10 min. to

Phase

Y::

extinc-tion

of~iginali

tz

55

trainJ.M•

ceased reinforcing uncommon objects built by c.

phase lasted for five sessions.

the five sessions was
was 20 min. to
fll~

5:

55

25

min.

I

The E

Co~non

jects built during Phases 2 and 3 were reinforced.
1~inction

min.

~

I

ob-

The ax-

The mean time for

The range in session times

min.

reinsti t~tion of,

orie;in~li

tz

~ai.!l.i~·

'l'he

E again only l"einforced C for building uncommon objects.
Objects bull t during the previous tour phases v,rere nob re.-.

infor•ced.

The procedure \-las the

~lame

as in Phase 3.

out of four tare!:d; beha:vio:r.•s -vmre identi:t":i.e(l as e.
case", a Hear H1 and a. 1buildingn (hotuJe).

ThNJO

nstair~

The fourth <.l.n ..:

common object ccru1d not be identified as a concrete object ..
Pout• ses;dons were needed in order to establish. the f.our
addi tlonal tmcorrnnor.t objects in C 'a building behavior.

mean time i'or bhe four sessions was 20 min.

:rhe

rrhe range ln the

setlsion t:tmes l·ra.s 10 min. to 30 min.
~~§._,;_Jnl.~.].~.

The m.,s ·observed S C on the l-UJ.r•d

setting for six days in order to determine if the originality

train:i.ng had any e.f.foct upon subsequent behavior.
Subjee t D
Pl!_g£~-~;~W.:1D2.•

The behavio1•s recorded during the

flrs'l.; four days eneompassed talld.ng to oi;hers and self {e .. g.,
The §..

cur·~~~t~d

at other• :t•esidents and complained· about the ward

netting, atnting that she was "going to run away".), standing,

I
I

I
I

sitting, doing assigned work, (e.g., sweeping and mopping
the staff lounge of Cottage B and washing dishes in the
kitchen).

Additional behaviors recorded entailed walking,

I
I

lying do-vm, drinking, receiving tokens for \.rork, sleeping,
watching T.V., and leaving the Cottage to run an errand
for the staff or ground

privi~edges.

She also spontaneously

I
I

gave the! (L.H.) a necklace and a lipstick.

Out of 287 total behaviors observed during the first
four days the following percentages were recorded:
talking to others and self,

24%

standing, 19% walking, 11?&

sitti.ng, and 22% the remaining behaviors.
itl

24~

her motor and verbal behavic'Jl:•.

D was hype:N1.ct:lve

She was ei tlHn• standing,

Halking, and/or talkihg 67% of the ti'rne.
On. days 3

day:~

l4. the

~ app:t•o~:l>)hed

.Ht;w do you feel tQday?11 )

11

tiotls ( e .. g.,
third

~Hld

"I'm :tn a bad mood.

the §. an.d asked ques•.

D replied, on the

I 1 ll burn the place down.

If I can't go home to hell with it."

D, on Day i~" first

ignored the questions and asked the E if she

t;he he..ir rollers f1•om her hair,.

t...uuld

l"'emove

She commented on a sore

throat she had as Hell as hex• missing uppel" ft•ont; teeth
(partial dentures).

Sha also talked about hr:Jr brother Hho

was hospitalized for a broken leg.
On Day

5

could made e.

the Es took D out.side and asked her if she
11

basket 11 , "table", "man", "f.:;urtle H, and "car I!

Hi.t.h molding cle.y.

She made a "basket" and a "table", but

nT!:i t;he lattat• tlu.. ee objec·ta,.
R!1~~!!:_2:

standa1•d tr!lJ..n:i.M•

Tho ta.x•get behaviors

I
I
I
I
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prompted -shaped for D v1ere three clay objects ( "man", "turtle11 ,
and "car") made to the corresponding verbal cue {e.g., nMake
me a. man").

The

!

provided the ~ with money, tW<) pennies

each tr'ia.l, and verbal praise, (i.e.,

11

Very good 11 ) whenever

she made the appropriate object upon cue.
11he E first escorted the S to the table in the backyard.

She then spilled pennies from a plastic container onto the
table.

The ;§. then gave the

~

some pink molding clay (six

ounces of "Play Doh", a. non-toxic modeling compound) in conjunction Hith a specific verbal cue, such as "Make tne a turtle "•
A trial started as soon as the verbal cue wa.ri given and

ended when the desired object was made or

25

sec. had lapsed ..

D racoived four standard training sessioris in order to
establish th0 motor responses of making the specified objects.
~(•he !l1EH1~n

tin1e for bhe four :J_p,ss.ton.s Has 32 min..

~Phe

r•an.ge

in sessi.on cimes was 27 min.. to 36 min.
~..£....):

__?riJ£.nal1 ty g§.lning_.

The target; behaviors

I

for D were fou:t• uncommon clay objects made to one verbal cue
(

1

'Make me something rt).

I
I

The pl"ocedure used by tho E to

establisli the target behaviors was tho satne procedux•e as
Phase 2 oxo<;lpt that the clay vnriod in color• each session

I
I

(i.e., D was allowad to choooa between blue, yellow, pink,
and whlto clay.) an.d one constant verbal cue was presented
as stated above ..
She received five originality training sessions in order
to establish four uncommon motor r•o spt:>nses ~
for tho five

arJasion~3

was lt-5 min. and 40 sec..

The mEHJ.n time
Tl\0 range in

I
I
I
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seasion t~mes \-las 32 min. to
~e

75 min.

4:. extinction of originality

tra.inin~.

TheE

ceased l"'einforcing uncommon objects made Hi th clay by D.
Common objects built during Phases 2 and 3 'tvere reinforced.
The same constant verbal cue presented in Phase 3 was used
here.

The extinction phase lasted for five days.

The mean

time for the five sessions was 23 min. and the l"ange in
session times was 18 min. to 29 min.
~se

5:

reinsti tution of originality trai.ning.

The

E again only reinforced D for making uncommon clay objects.

Clay objects made during the previous four phases were con·side:red common.

'

The origina.li ty training procedure

the fonr uncommon

cla~r

rr·
.. ne

the four sess:i.ons \.Yao 36 min. an.d

the

obJects i.n D's clay mold1.ng c)ehu:vior,.

1'he rang 19 in r::ession. t1.mes was 27 min. to
Eh~0.E~§.:

'ltTas.

. ba~':'-l_in~..
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50

sec~

1nin.

The Es observed S D on the wa1•d

setting for five days in order to ascertain if the originality
train1.ng had any effect upon subsequent behaviors.

Appendix B:

Results for S 1 A

Sessions 1 and 2 for A were devoted to establishing the
words paper and bottle in her verbal behaviox•.

The E some-

times gave a verbal prompt when she did not respond by se.ying
11

"Paper" or

Bottle 11 after presenting the corresponding verbal

cue.
In Session

3 A was uncooperative.

The E was forced to
During the session

pull her from a chair to get her outside.
she would not emit a verbal l"esponse.

A

25 sec. "no response"

criterion was established as the tirne limit in l-Thich she had
to respond.

In order to regenerate rapport the E gave easy

verbal cues, such as n\-Tould you 1 ike some Coke" and "Look at
-

tnt) "•

Tht:~

-

·~

-

-

-

S fa1led to respond to bo·t;h cues a

Seunion 4- for A Has devoted to establishing a pos'l tlve
t:~ssoc:i.at:ton..

hetv;een the E and the Coke.

"Look at the cup",

A transition of· cue .f.:r•om "Look at the cup 11

cues presented..

to "Look v.t me 11 occurred after cons is tantly providing th.e
Coke to her while
head.

mo~ing

the cup gradually up to the E's

WhHn the cup was close to theE's head the transition

occu:r-x-ed o

Session

S enconwassed a continuation of the

used in Session
name and

11

4

plus getting A to respond with her first

Pa.per 11 to the consta.nt verbal cue.

the E ga·'!I"!J tho vePhal cues "Look at the cup"-,
~rsa.y

elght

yes", "Say paper 11 , and
cox·x·(~ct

procedure

tx•ia.J.s in a

11

\~hat

1~ow

is that".

In Sess5.on 6
11

Look at me 11 ,

She responded

to the latter Ctle (constant
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verbal cue).
Sessions

7

through 11 were devoted to establishing the

verbal responses paper, bottle, and box in: the S's behavior
without any verbal prompts.

During Session 11, the§.. emitted

the words "Bottle" and "Box" each ten trials in succession
without any verbal prompts, therefore, ·she successfully mat
the criterion for learning each of the three responses.
As depicted in Table

4

the first uncommon response A

emitted \vas "Tree 11 during Session 2.
needed to establish this response.

Only

14.

trials we:z'lle

Sessions 3 through 17

were devoted to establishing additional uncommon responses
in her behuvior to the constant verbal cue.

The §. con·tlnued
--

tQ emit; "Tvee 11 so t'11 equently that finally modeling procedures
~-.re.N~

15

introduced dtu:•ing Sessions

and 16 in order to ge·t

her -to emil-:. t:i.·H; o tJ:.te:t• uncommon responses, "Ioecrt3am 1' during

· Seashms 17 and lH and "Pepsi 11 dtU"ing Sesslon 19.

During

Sessions 20 and 21 the Es failed to establish the f"curt-h
target behaYiOl.

1

The S had 'been tntermi ttently provided with

.,

Coke durling Seas ions 3 to 17 for emitting some uncommon non-

sensa vexlbal re.<Jponses, e.g.,

11

Physe 11 , but none were osf;ab-

JJ.shed o

Appm:-ont f}.'Uatration Has inferred at times when sha sat
do-vm, 1rd.u doNn, ol' did not look at the E.

Occasionally she

attempted to reach fo:r the Goke di. splayed be :foro her, Hi thM·

out saying an uncommon response.
The

~l

reinstated

(e .. g., Sessions

5,

prompted~~shaped

behaviors occasionally

11, 12, Btc .. ) l:io maintain. verbal t•esponding.
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When she began to respond the E then went back t.o presenting
the consb:mt verbal cue only to hear A again say ;'T1•ee" or
remain silent.
Since the §_ continually responded with "Tree rr it was
speculated "that possibly she could not tell the difference
between objects.

Possibly the previous procedure used in

Phase 2 of J20intit!£ at the bottle, lookina at the box, and

9_old ing a paper gen.erated cues to l'espond by saying "Bottle 11 ,

"Box 11 , or "Paper" and these cues were not due to the object
Tho technique of staring at A per•haps ce.used her to

i tsel.f.
~lay

"Tree u no matter how many times she received food and

verbal praise.

In a discrimination test she responded cor-

:reetly to each it;em held, thus discounting the

t~bove specu~

1[:1. tl on:-:~.

In one session the E stared at his right hand, as if
h,.JJdlng the paper, a.nd ga·v-e the constant verbal cue.
re~3ponded

by emi ttj.ng verbally

uncommon ·,wrd s.

Then tho

!

11

Box 11 and

11

The S

Bottle ", but no

pointed to an emp cy space on

the lal·m. trying to get A to emit something ver>bally uncommon.
itnwn tb:i. s failed he then looked up at the sky nnd gave the

v·er'bal cue.
:Jhon 11 .,

111

11

The S d:td respond vorbal1y b·y aaying either' "Hh.y·",

\'Jll.arr, and

11

'!tJhoiv 11 over• 11 trials.

1he JEs could not;

clearly distinguish the responses, but both agreed that the
responses were uncommon and there.f'ore \.:ere reinforced.

Hor.v-

ever•, none of these rosponses occu:r•recl frequently enough to

reach crltor:i.ono

Appendix

c: Results for

§. B

Sessions 1 to 9 for B were concerned tvi th establishing
numbering responses (e.g., 1, 2, 3, ••• , 17 by displaying a
specific amount of checkers before her on a table) and
drawing responses, such as circle, square, and triangle in
her behavioral repe.rtoire.

The E sometimes gave verbal and

hand prompts when she did not respond to the corresponding

cue.
At the end of Session 8 the numbering task was dropped

because the .§_ suddenly demonstrated that she could count vrell
Sessions 9 ti1rough

beyond the amount specified by the Es.

18

wei"O

devoted to establishing the dra\ving

squar-e, nnd triangle..
zh<'J

aJ:dl:t',)"B d:r.·(~H ~l

re~ponses

ci.rcle,

During all of the sessions o:f Phase 2

.figure.

The .remllts., as indicated in

Table :3., nhor,r· a ma.l"l;:ed increase in percentages of' the target

behuviol" r s oceurrence oYer

time~

1'he S tnet the learning

cri tm"lon fo1, each of the three responses.
B dhi make unreinfox>ced uncommon VE:1rbal I'esponses as

the sefH:iions progressed..

During Session 3, she identi..f:i.ed

a th.-rc<~ sided open figure as a ,F'uzzle n.

11

Dog ~

11

dm~ing

Fux•ther• uncommon

"Lady", "Cherries", "Rose", and "One" also occurred

the remaining sessions which seemed to i-ndicate that

the o:r.•:l.ginali ty t!'ainiug \vas having some ef.ft3Ct on verbal

but; not upon drawing behavior.

\~/hen

repeated p.:t•esenta.tton

:of' the verbal cue ( "Dra.,.r me someth:tng") had not p:r•oduced

any uneommon drawing reaponses

dtu~ing

the i'irs t eight sessions,

60
prornpting-shaping was reinstated in Sassi on 9.

The S was

asked to draw a triangle for ten trials in a row,

Only

four correct responses occurred during this sequence of
trials.

Because the

~continually

drew a three sided open

figure, prompting-shaping was again used during Session 10.
The sessions were finally terminated with B after Session 12.
A

total of 115 verbal and hand prompts, as well as verbal

l'eprimands, had failed to pl.. oduce additional uncommon dravl•
ing behavior.

B only met the .learning criterion for one

uncommon drawing response.
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